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Tattoos no longer a red flag for employers

Once a red flag for more traditional employers, tattoos as part of a

workplace uniform are now just a passing thought

when companies look to hire.

“There was a stigma back in the day — back then, there were more policies being written about
dress codes and piercings and tattoos,” said human resources expert Cissy Pau. “But I’d say
within the last 10 years, it’s not really been that big of an issue.”

Pau is a principal consultant with Clear HR Consulting, a Vancouver firm offering human
resource management for small- to medium-sized companies.

According to her, while tattoos may have once been associated with sailors or gang members,
body art has become a mainstream staple that no longer fazes her clients when interviewing
potential candidates.

Pau noted that even Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has a tattoo of a Haida raven on his left
shoulder.
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“We have clients who’ve done interviews with
candidates who have visible piercings and body art,
and sometimes it raises an eyebrow, but it’s not
something that our clients are concerned about,” Pau
said.

“Does it impact their ability to do their job? I don’t
think so. That’s not a reason to make or break a hiring
decision.”

Pau’s comments come on the eve of the Vancouver
Tattoo and Culture Show
(http://www.vancouvertattooshow.ca/) , set to begin
Friday at the Vancouver Convention Centre.

More than 200 artists from across North America will be on hand to share their work, with
8,000 attendees expected over three days. It is the third year the convention has taken place,
with artist and visitor numbers increasing each year.

A 2010 study (http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/files/2010/10/millennials-confident-connected-open-to-

change.pdf)  of 2,000 people from across the United States completed by Washington-based
Pew Research Center noted that 23 per cent of adults aged 18 and up had a tattoo.

As expected, that percentage is higher among younger generations: 38 per cent of Millennials
(18 to 29), 32 per cent of Gen Xers (30 to 45), and 15 per cent of Boomers (46 to 64) say they
have a tattoo. Just six per cent of those 65 and older have a tattoo.

However, 72 per cent of all adults with tattoos said their ink isn’t usually visible.

Bill Gaspari is a senior tattoo artist (http://www.adrenalinevancity.com/tattoo-artists/bill-gaspari/bill-

gasperi-gallery/) at Adrenaline Vancity in downtown Vancouver, with 13 years of experience.
He notes the culture around tattooing has changed over the last decade, leading to a more
diverse clientele.

“Everything from lawyers and doctors, mechanics to
steelworkers. Honestly? Soccer moms and students
alike,” Gaspari said Thursday while tattooing a client.

“Really, there is no limitation to who it is that we
tattoo nowadays. I mean, I’ve tattooed 80-year-old
and 90-year-old ladies, and they’re some of the most
fun.”

Gaspari said he’s happy to help guide a client in
picking a design or choosing its placement,
regardless if they want it to be highly visible or
hidden away under a collared shirt.

“At the end of the day, I’m not going to force anybody any one way or another. All I can do is
recommend what I think might look a little better,” he said.

Earlier this month, a National Post article shared the story of a B.C. woman who
suggested certain tattoos should be banned
(http://www.theprovince.com/health/patient+complains+nurse+skull+tattoo+gave+nightmares+hospital+says/11831587/story.html)
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The biggest sale of the year is coming to Vancouver. You will find amazing savings on cars, travel, furniture, gift
cards and so much more! Be one of the first to browse the amazing deals before they go on sale at
likeitbuyitvancouver.com. Sale runs April 22 – 25 only. Browse now!
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after she was treated in hospital by a nurse with a skull tattoo.

Marie Molloy said she was in bad shape when she was admitted to hospital, fitted with a
breathing mask, and spotted the skull tattoo on the arm of a nurse who was treating her. She
claimed two weeks of nightmares ensued, due to the connotations of death brought about by
the “offensive” tattoo.

“My own personal view? A lot of society needs to harden up just a tad,” Gaspari said in response
to the story.

Delna Dasilma, 37, has a full arm sleeve of tattoos, a full leg sleeve, tattoos on the back of her
neck and hands, more on her back and on her other arm and leg. When she worked at a chain
restaurant, she was told to cover up her tattoos because they didn’t look “natural.”

In the last few years, Dasilma has opted for less “corporate” jobs, where her body art hasn’t
been an issue.

“I’m a trades girl, through and through, so I’m lucky in that sense,” she said. “I find that the
trades industries don’t care as long as you know how to use your tools, show up for work, and
do a good job — which is how it should be. I know how hard I work. I know what I’m worth.”
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